
Importance of Science Short Essay 
 

Science is integral part of modern man. A long journey from stone-age to modern world seems 

impossible without the knowledge of science. it makes us to spend life in better way. Science 

has revolutionized every field of life. It has changed the world miraculously. Today, man is living 

his life in comfort and ease due to science. We have access to every corner of the world. 

Science has proved no less than blessing for us. Arrival of internet and smart phones has made 

this world a global village. New means of transportation has saved our time and today we have 

quick access to any place within few hours. 

It has proven advantageous in field of medicine. Today, most of diseases are curable which 

were incurable in past. Science has discovered save and affected means of treatment. 

Use of scientific knowledge has fulfilled our basic needs of living. Science has played a 

significant role in field of education. It has made education easier and accessible. 

It truly depicts “education for all.” one can get latest knowledge from internet and can better 

understand things using different scientific tools. 

Digital system and with arrival of robots have made our work easier by reducing human labor. 

Today, technology is used in every office work. Computers and laptops are most advanced 

forms of technology making life comfortable. Science is making wonders day by day and 

continues to contribute in the life of man. 

Science has made man to use the resources of earth wisely for good of human beings. it has 

major role in economy of any country. Science has made us understand laws of nature. Every 

phenomenon taking place in our surrounding is under influence of science. Man has used these 

natural phenomenon for his personal interest like hydro-power and solar energy. 

Science has benefited us in many ways. it has saved time and energy. It also helped us to cope 

with environmental problems and helped man to keep his environmental clean by using 

different environmental friendly measures. 

Science has done wonders. it takes us to space to explore the universe. Galaxies, stars and 

planets are now comprehended well. Scientists are also looking for new planet like earth which 

can owe life.  

In short, science is blessing and has proven truly fruitful. It is very important for man to use the 

scientific knowledge for better of humanity and healthy purposes. 

 


